LINK&FLY

SOLVING FUTURE MOBILITY CHALLENGES

MULTIMODAL MOBILITY
With the current growth rate of airtraffic, the world’s airports will
reach their saturation point by 2030. Optimizing air traffic is a key
challenge the Link & Fly has set out to address. Link & Fly is much more
than a concept aircraft - it is a comprehensive business solution that
addresses multiple passenger, aircraft - and infrastructure operator
challenges through innovative technologies.
The Link & Fly focuses on multimodality involving a detachable
cabin, its carrier, the lock mechanisms as well as airport and in-city
infrastructure aspects.
BOOSTING ROTATION TIME FOR FASTER TURNAROUNDS
AND REDUCED SATURATION IN AIRPORTS

OUR ADDED VALUE

Proof of concept that provides solutions
to challenges the air transport industry
is faced with in the coming years
(airport saturation, electric aircraft
and autonomous systems)
A flying prototype showcasing the
advantages of what the aircraft
of the future can offer, including:

	Multi-functional aircraft that enables
operators to cater for passengers,
freight, VIPs,…

	Increased number of aircraft rotations
for airlines thus reducing ground time
and costs
Better passenger experience

	Reduced congestion in and around
airports

	Easy and improved cabin maintenance
	Optimized hangar storage space
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AN INNOVATIVE PLATFORM
DESIGNED WITH CUTTING
EDGE CROSS-SECTOR
TECHNOLOGIES

The Link & Fly project’s technology platform exemplifies our comprehensive
innovation and engineering capability.
This project is born from a collaborative open innovation process involving
consultants from across the Group.
The best ideas were developed and
implemented:
P
 roject led by a multidisciplinary
French Teams (mechanics, flight physics, systems, digital)
 I nternational (Germany, Czech
Republic) collaborations from multiple
discipline expertise
A mock up illustrating the detachability
/ multimodality concept of the aircraft,
made in Czech Republic.

FROM CONCEPT
TO PROTOTYPE

With the Link & Fly AKKA demonstrates
its ability to build a complet aircraft
and mobility concept from scratch –
within nine months – including a flying
prototype;
The project was structured through a
collaborative and open approach invoving the entire group: ideation and idea
selection, proposal of open statements
of work and development… All engineering studies were carried out with international teams. The flying prototype is a
key step towards validating the overall
flight physics under development with
short iterative loops.
Contact

OVERVIEW OF INNOVATIVE SOLUTIONS
AND TECHNOLOGIES

Optimized biomimetics-inspired carrier structure.
The application of an optimized rigidification method
for primary structures, inspired by bio-mimetism

Inductive coupling/superconductivity: A contactless inductive
coupling is proposed to be compliant with the concept of
detachability of the fuselage
Cockpit of the future for immersive technology applications
(pilot training, simulation…)
Enhanced training experience for pilots through immersive
simulation technologies.

Data transformation automation from 3D CAD and metadata
to immersive collaborative simulations and environments.
Electrification of the Landing Gear System

Mechanical connection between fuselage and carrier:
28 connectors are necessary, their design uses an excentric axis in
order to ensure the precise alignment between pod and carrier, due
to structure deformation when pod and carrier are disassembled.
Adjustment and raising HEXAPOD system for perfect alignment
of the fuselage and the carrier. The mechanism would be coupled
with a 3D laser alignment device.

Emergency Landing System: a four parachutes system, coupled with
braking rockets that are powered by a gaz ejection system that could
rotate the fuselage around a vertical axis for obstacle avoidance
Model Based System Engineering (MBSE) methods employed all
through the project.
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